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INTRODUCTION
Study of religious words in English has proceeded
along historical lines. 3iblical scholars have wanted
to Ki ow what Hebrew and Greek words meant in tiiose
tongues in order to translate them into English. A full
statement of this development is in Or. A. T. iiobertson's
Greek Grammar .^- Partly as a result of these studies,
English was seen to be a changing language. Its
relationship to other developing languages became clearer.
But research has now begun to ask what associations
present Jay users have with religious terms.
Archbishop Trench, as early as 1351 » published The
^tudy of n'ords . from which grew his famous Synonyms of
the New Testament , an exposition of the nglish meanings
of Greek words nearly synonymous in the New Testament.
Another result of Trench's interest in English words
grew from a paper he read to the Philological Society in
1(357, titled "Some Deficiencies in our English Dictionaries."
That result was an interest in making historical dictionaries.
By exercise of his intellect and position, he is called
^A. T. Robertson, Grammar of the Greek New Testament
in the Light of Historical itesearch (Nashville. Tennessee:
3ro6dmen Press, 1934), "Introduction," p. 10.
with having exerted the Impulse whloh led to the Oxford
£ew Bnflllsh Dictionary . 2
Among Bible scholars there oontlnued the study of
the history of Greek. At almost the same time that
Trench was doing his studies, new fragments of First
Century papyri, and ostraca were revealing the common-
place language of the people of that earlier day. There
were letters from family members to each other, business
letters, doouments of lawyers, reoelpts, Inventories, and
memoranda of all sorts. Many of them seemed to be unself-
oonsolous bits of the living speeoh reduced to writing.
They gave an Insight Into the speeoh patterns behind the
Hew Testament Scriptures. Moreover, they gave a fresh
view of Greek, the Greek In whloh the New Testament had
been written, directly opposite to the common Idea held
before. It beoame apparent that the Koine Greek was not
a special "Holy Spirit language," but a social, commercial
Idiom used by writers of the Scriptures out of the mouths
of people they lived among.
Constructions which had been puzzling beoame lively
o
Article unsigned, "Trench, Hlohard Chevenlx,"
Ehoyolopedla Brltannloa (lithe ed.), XXV'II, 2^-245.
T fc ^
A# T * Hobertson, Grammar of the Greek New TestamentIntroduction, pp. 3-I37. a-14-
metaphors. Study and translation of the New Testament
received fresh Impetus. Verb* and substantives began
to break the semantic patterns of the King James and
Rhelms-Douay translations. From an ecclesiastical
language, the translators turned the new versions Into
English charged with the spirit of struggle, of "wres-
tling . . . against the world rulers of this darkness
..." Phillips' translation of the New Testament has
perhaps gone farthest In giving the vigor of the Koine.
To recover the original foroe of the words, In the
English Idiom, was the Intent of the historical re-
searchers, and translators. The new versions attest to
the rich variety of their discoveries.
Alan Blohardson has edited A Theological Word Book
of the Bible . (New Yorki Macmlllan Company, 1959), In
which he gives the oore meanings of the most frequently
used words of the theological vocabulary. From his book
were drawn the seventy-two words which were originally
submitted to the population surveyed.
The late C. 3. Lewis, especially In Studies In Words .
(Cambridge! The University Press, I960), and In Four Loves .
^Epheslans 6il2, American Standard Version.
(New York! Harcourt, Brs.ee and Company, I960), examined
classical and Christian religious uses of words expressive
of kinds of love, of justioe, law, and conscience. But
he did not deal at any length with words examined In this
paper.
In theological word studies, the Interest Is primarily
historical! "What have these words meant?". The present
paper Is not historical; It is descriptive. It examined
one hundred and seventy-three sets of responses to nine
religious words, and collated the response words Into
groups of associations. Conoepts began to be evident In
dusters of associations. These concepts seemed to Indicate
meanings. Beoause the nature of meaning Is far too com-
plex to cover fully In such a report as this, much has had
to be assumed. The assumptions are stated lr< the discus-
sions. Statistical evaluation of the associations was
outside the scope of the research. Frequency counts of the
Identical responses probably have no validity outside the
context of the survey. However, within the limits of these
one hundred and seventy-three sets 0f associations, fre-
quency of the responses was the key to arriving at the
basic oonoepts. Other possible meanings were noted and,
In most oases, disoussed. But associations ramify. They
could not bo pursued exhaustively.
The method used In taking the survey Is presented
In detail In Chapter II, under the "Context."
The nine words ohosen represent terms referring to
Deity, olerloal offices, esohatology, eooleslology, and
verbal revelation In the Bible. It was expected that the
stimulus words would evoke responses revealing varied
associations, and these associations would tend to font
clusters around a oentral core—or cores—of meaning. The
dusters did appear, forming "constellations of meaning,"
as De Saussure predicted.
Hany of the oore meanings were not new. Affirmations
and negations of the propositions that God exists, that
clerical offices are valid, that the Scriptures are the
Word of God, that worship Is a meaningful activity, and
that relationship with God Is possible, all appeared.
No attempt was made to determine whether these men were
typical of the national population. Probably they were
not. The Army lnduotlon process Is Itself an extensive
screening. But the social context of communication ap-
plied to soldiers as well as to the civilian population.
And there would seem to be no way for the soldier to get
^Ferdinand De Saussure, Course in General Linguistics
(New Xorkt Philosophical Library, 1935). First published
at Geneva, 1915, by editors Charles Bally and Albert
Seohehaye. Pp. 126, 127.
his associative response except as some part of the
larger social context, or from his own Imagination.
Imagination and creative association are Philip
Wheelwrights subjeot In The Burning Fountain . (Blooming-
ton, Indlanai Indiana University Press, 195^) • And the
basis of his reasoning In the chapter on "The Logical
and the Trans-logical," Is assumed here to be valid, I.e.,
logic has limits; scientific, statistical knowledge cannot
know what Is not measureable or numerable; a loglo which
can reach beyond measurements Is needed to study emotional
and mystical experiences. He has proposed his "principles
of expressive language."
The General Semantlolsts follow Korzybskl In assert-
ing that there Is no meaning apart from a referent. If
there Is no objective, scientifically verifiable reality
to refer to, then there Is no meaning to the reference.
Stuart Chase calls suoh references "blabs." Any refer-
ence to God as an objective reality would be, to suoh a
semantic framework, a meaningless reference.
Words about God, or about belief In God, would be
valid references, since men do have suoh beliefs and do
require words to name the reference, Korzybskl warned
^Philip Wheelwright, The Burning Fountain (Bloomlngtoni
Indiana University Press, 1954) • pp. 60-75
•
against referlng to a word as though It were the object,
or person, Instead of being the name of the object or
person, or the name of a fable . For Korzybskl, God may
be referred to In the same way as reference to the uni-
corn, validly as legend, but lnvalldly as reality. Ob-
jective, solentlflc reality was the only kind admlssable
to him. That there could be working meanings given through
social contraot he considered cause for reeducation.
A soolal oontract Is Implicit In language. It re-
quires accomodation of the speaker to the hearer, and
an effort on the part of the hearer to understand and
respond to the speaker. Awareness of word associations
should make communication more effective, beoause It helps
the speaker say what he means the hearer to hear him say.
There Is no reason to assume that the hearer always
hears what the speaker meant. When a speaker speaks and
a hearer hears, and both are referring to the same refer-
ent, there has occurred a satisfactory use of a verbal
symbol as a sign. Both have agreed that the sign stands
for some reference. They have carried out a verbal trans-
action. Meaning Is Just such a transaction. "For the
listener, the word Is the sign, and without It the required
reference does not occur."'
7c. K. Ogden and I. A. Hlohards, The Meaning of Meaning
(Hew Yorkt Haroourt, Brace Company, 1936. First published
In 1923), p. 215.
The literature develops a graded polarity of views,
from Erich Fromm at one end to the General Semantlolsts
at the other. Erloh Fromm says there Is a
primordial
language which antedates all words. We all know this
language In the unoonsolous levels of our minds. Our
waking vocabulary Is the camouflage of those desires and
fantasies which the oonsolous levels of our minds will
not
admit. Further, Fromm says, our dreams are the eddying
up
of those fantasies. Myths and legends prove the truth
of
this view, he thinks. Dreams are the storehouse of
those
mythic loons, universal symbols whloh transcend the barri-
ers of language and custom difference. Dreams
have been
the same for all men in all times and In all places.
His Is one pole on the axis of views of verbal meaning.
C. 3. Lewis believed that every myth had somewhere,
in some time, an objeotlve reality, even gargoyles and
dragons having been a part of an experlenee available to
man, however distorted In the transmission. In his
fictional
trilogy, and In his allegorloal novel about Psyohe, Till
We Have rapes , he explored dramatically some living myths.
Philip Wheelwright speaks of arohetypal symbols whloh
lend meaning to many kinds of metaphor. Father, mother,
8Erloh Fromm, "Syrabollo Language of Dreames," Language!
An Inquiry Into Its Meaning and Function , Buth H. Anshen,
ed., (Hew YorikT Vol. VIII of 3olenoe and. Culture Series }
Harper and Brothers, 1957). pp. 188-200.
striving up, falling, bird flight, blood, sexual symbols,
and others have a mythlo quality which they lend to other
symbols with whloh they are used. The context takes on
9
the new associations and has a new meaning.
W. A. Christian has traced five modes of religious
reference which he says determine the meanings of reli-
gious words. They arei pointing at the object; giving
examples; assigning regular effects, such as causation or
logical sequences; assigning extraordinary effects, such
as conditioned laws of nature, or miracles; and Interpre-
tation, vhlch is the relation of parts to the whole, or
the whole to the parts, or substance to attribute, or
10
appearance to reality, or the Ideal to the particular.
The reference one Intends determines the meaning of
the word or words. One could Intend to refer to God as
objective reality, or one oould Intend to refer to God
as subjective experience. The mode of the reference would
determine the meaning.
Truth, Christian said, was discernible in religious
utteranoe, but not through the mathematical, meohanloal
deoision procedures of much statistical science. But
^Philip Wheelwright, Metaphor and Reality (Bloomingtoni
Indiana University Press, 1962), pp. 118-119.
10W. A. Christian, Meaning in Truth and Religion
(Princeton, New Jerseyi Princeton University iTess, 1964),
p. 185.
10
"public facts" alone could not settle absolutely any
basic religious question. A claim to truth is not, by
its nature, logical; therefore a priori Judgments are
not the norms for deciding religious questions. Such
questions are decided by mutually acceptable norms of
Judgment.
Apart from the question of truth in a religious
statement , one could consider its meaning . Then rules
of relevance, rather than norms of judgment, would be
needed. These rules would ask, What is the sense of the
utterance? Relevance involves dependency end gives form
and direction to activity. Meanings are relevant to
living, though they do not exercise truth's singleness
of claim. 12
Stephen Ullmann shares the view that one can speak
of language and meaning without having to decide the truth
of the mecnings of the words used. >Ve can "...
eliminate the referent altogether. The student of language
is concerned with words, not things; and ... no direct
relation obtains between the two .... The nature of the
connection between reality end reflection is a problem for
the psychologist and the philosopher; the philologist is
^Christian, i»8.
12Christian, igc.. cit .
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neither competent, nor called upon, to take a stand In
this controversial matter* He can concentrate on . . .
connecting the symbol with the thought.* •
It was Ullmann's avowed purpose to offer a synthesis
of the semantic approaches to give unity to linguistic
science. His is an eclectic treatment of the problems
of signification, meaning, association, semantic change,
and linguistic structure. His Is one of the best histori-
cal summaries of the study of semantics up to the date of
the publication of his Principles of Semantics . (Glasgowi
Jackson and Company, 1951)
•
Concerning the way meaning gets Into language, he
uses holophrastlo constructions to show that the smallest
unit of meaning Is the word, such as "Helpl," "Flrel*.
Such single words are meaningful with no syntax. The name
of an object, action, relationship, etc. Is the word; the
sense Is the mental oontent called up by the name. They
are closely related, so that the name calls up the sense,
and the sense calls up the name, when it Is known. Mean-
ing Is the reciprocal relation between the name and the
sense, which enables them to call up one another. Neither
name nor sense Is the actual referent, the object, etc.,
Itself. 14
13stephen Ullmann, Words and Their Uses (Londont
Frederick Huller, Ltd., 1951 » Third edltTonT i960), p. 32.
^Stephen Ullmann, Principles of Semantlos (Glasgowi
Jackson Son and Company, 1951) • P« 70.
12
The essential elements in meaning are t speaker,
listener, symbol (word, or picture, etc.) the thing
15
signified. There are essential meanings, and contex-
tual meanings. Ullmann pointed to the ability to build
dictionaries as another evidenoe that words oan have mean-
ing In Isolation from context. The context offers an
applied meaning. This la not the plaoe to go Into his
detailed treatment of the ways words ohange their meanings,
and the stages of ambiguity by which changes occur.
Ushenko, representing the theory of llngulstlo fields
of tension, said that "... words are ambiguous and un-
meaning beoause of an excess of meaning and not because
17
of lack of meaning." Context oreates fields of tensions
which draw other words to fill places in those fields.
Poets find the right word by exploiting these fields.
Literature operates effectively beoause these fields are
active.18
Richard P. Blaokmur has taken this idea of the pregnant
ambiguity of words, saying, "Half the labor of writing Is
to exclude the wrong meanings from our wordsj the other
half Is to draw on the riches which have already been put
^•^uilmann, Principles , p. 68.
•^Ullmann, Principles , p. 98.
^Va. P. Ushenko, The Field Theory of Meaning (Ann
Arbori The University of Michigan Press, 1958), p. 1^2.
18Ushenko, p. 172.
13
Into the words ... . " ' "Every thought oomes out of
silenoe and must be translated Into verbal thought. In so
20doing, It does not mean quite the same." "Meaning la
21
what silenoe does when It gets Into the words."
Charles H. Morris specks of paradox as resolving
ambiguities In the language of mystlo experience. The
nature of such an experlenoe Is that of being at one and
the same time utterly Isolated from all mankind and from
any awareness of self, yet more keenly aware than ever of
all reality and of self lost In that wldeness. The
language In whloh such an ambivalent experlenoe Is recounted
would have the double viewpoint of the experience whloh It
tried to oommunloate. Words can only give any experlenoe
partially and piecemeal. All cultures and all eras have
noted the similarities of language In which men have tried
to tell of mystlo experiences. There would seem to be ln-
22dlcated a reality to express.
To the scientist, words are predlotlve symbols. Being
predlotlve, they deal with phenomena In parts only. The
mystlo Is dealing with an experlenoe of wholeness. Els
oaunot be language with meanings used as predlotlve symbols.
^Richard P. Blaokmur, "The Language of Silenoe,"
Language ! An Inquiry Into Its Meaning and Funotlon, Buth N.
Anshen, ed., (New Yorkj Harper and Brothers, 1957), p. 39.
20Blaokmur, 151.
21Blaokmur, 140.
22Charles W. Morris, "Mysticism and Its Language,"
Language, p. 3^.
14
He, therefore, employs paradoxes to embrace as much as
possible of the wholeness. All mundane artioles and
21
words take on new meanings for him. Prom these experi-
ences there are derived "post language signs.* Just as
a man looking at the points of light In the sky has
learned to Identify them with heavenly bodies out In spaoe,
so the words telling of a mystic experience are Identified
2k
with transoendent oonoepts and are post language signs.
Ruth Nanda Anshen follows In the tradition of
Ferdinand De Saussure. Her emphasis is upon the soolal
eontraot lnplloit In the use of language. Meaning is con-
stantly reaching toward universality, and never attaining
it. Two faotors are at work in this prooessi spontaneity
25
of the specific reference, and organization. "Words are
promises. ... To speak means to commit oneself. . . ."*"
Similar In some ways to the view of Ushenko is that of
Kenneth Burke. He says that oonoepts have both essential
and existential aspeots. What is essential may be dis-
covered only after the existential has been experienced.
He uses the example of an apple. "Our experience Is with
23Morrls, 167.
Morris, 180.
2
^Ruth N. Anshen, "Language as Communication,"
Language i An Inquiry Into Its Meaning and Function , p. Jkk,
26Anshen, 352.
15
an apple. If we are given to meditation, we conceive
•apple^es' the essentials In which an apple differs from
everything non-apple In all creation. The essential
'appleness' was In time first, before the existential
apple which we saw and began to think about. The essence
Is lmpllolt in the fact. The perfeot Is lmpllolt In the
27
extant. The platonlo Idea exists In Its archetype."
He goes on to say that there are mythic elements and
logical elements bound up In all meanings. The "llngulstlo
approach leads readily Into both without being oonflned
to either.*28
Meaning for Burke exists as a wholeness, but per-
ception of meaning Is linear, divided, temporal. This
llnearlt} In our perception of the wholeness of meaning
makes our thinking other than whole. This temporal manner
of thinking, rather than any reality, causes us to oon-
oelve of sin, of divisions, and of the need for the whole
religious vocabulary. For the religious words are attempts
to describe experiences which are only apparent. They
derive from the finite nature of man's plight, and the
piecemeal quality of language.
27Kenneth Burke, The Hhetorlo of Religion ( Boston
I
Beacon Press, 1961), p. 25.
28Burke, Hhetorlo of Religion , p. 258.
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Words to Burke are not always meaningful then. They
may express feelings for a oontext In which some word would
seem to be proper. But they may have nothing to symbolize—
a symbol without a symbolism.
For Burke, the supernatural at work In nature Is an
anomaly. For anything to enter nature makes It a part of
naturej It Is then no longer either unnatural or super-
natural! It Is natural. 29 And nature Is a single "Allness";
Creator and Creation exist together.
Burke Is trying to maintain a phllosophloal Integrity
between i 1. the Greek Insight of an Ideal oonoept which
Is other than Its manifest phenomenon, and 2. the Hebrew
Insight of the unity of all nature. Mr. Burke finds a
polarity coming Into meaning. The positive assertion con-
tains within itself Its own negation, he ooncludes. This
is made a fundamental "locologloal" oonoept. He dramatizes
it In a dialogue, which he oalls a monologue, between God
and Satan. In It he has Satan speak of Ood as though they
were one. Like whitman In "I Chant The Square Delflo,"
he has, not a Trinity, but a Pour-person God who is all
one. There oan be no heresy in such a view. "Logology
looks upon evil' as a speoles of the negative; and looks
29Kenneth Burke, Rhetorlo of. Religion , p. 286.
17
upon the negative as a sheerly linguistic invention
. . .
like an eclipse.*-' is view is much more complex than
the Hebrew Scriptures whloh look upon evil as functional,
rather than philosophical, opposition to God's work.
Burke is struggling toward wholeness in meaning, perceived
with the equipment of human partiality. He oould resolve
many of his problems by allowing for the reality of
relationships.
No one has done any more to stimulate thought on
semantics than C. K. Ogden and I. A. Hlohards in Meaning
of. Meaning (New Xorki Harcourt and Brace Company, 1923).
They tried to bring order into semantic terminology and
develop a "Science of Symbolism." For them, a sign is
the simplest observation; it is the object or relation,
or act. The sign is the thing, the referent . The thought
is the interpretation an observer makes in his own mind
of the referent. The reference is that thought. The word
or picture, or sounds in which the thought is expressed is
the symbol . Their Triangle of Reference is well known.
It assumes that there Is no relevant connection between
the referent and the symbol, directly, but only through
the reference or thought. The system Is oarefully thought
out, but it does not fully reconcile oertaln facts.
3
°Burke, Rhetoric of Religion , p. 199.
18
For example, Canon VI of Symbolism says that *A11
possible referents together form an order, such that every
referent has one place only In that order."-' But there
are many areas of reference In whioh two referents over-
lap. The referent which Is symbolized In the reference
red may be applied to the referents which are symbolized
In the reference vermilion and again in crimson , and again
In scarlet , but crimson Is not equal to soarlet , nor
scarlet to vermilion , nor vermilion to crimson . The word
red Is occupying at least three plaoes. And depending upon
the ability to discriminate and name, and think of, other
shades of color as referents, there oould be many more
referents occupying the same plaoe as the referent red .
It would seem that any larger soale referenoe will over-
lap references to narrower scale referents. Ogden and
Blohards did not deal with these levels of reference as
fully as more reoent studies have done.
But Korzybskl does deal with them In his theory of
levels, or orders, of abstraction. The referent, or object,
or relation, or state Is the lowest level of abstraction.
The referenoe to that objeot by naming and pointing at It
Is the next level of abstraction, A referenoe to the name
makes the name, or word, the new referent on a still higher
•^Ogden and Blohards, Meaning of Meaning , p. 106.
19
level of abstraction. References to words, as words, In
a more general way, would be a still higher level of
abstraction. And generalizations would oe abstractions
of a high order indeed. References to these generaliza-
tions such as Freedom, Unity, Beauty, etc., as though
they were entitles would be, for Korzybskl, an abuse of
language, beoause of the tendency to think of high order
abstractions as having identity in themselves, and an
existence apart from our subjective thinking. He does
not himself appear to believe in a transcendent God. But
his system makes it possible to speak of God, as one would
of a unicorn. These are references on a level of ab-
straction Beveral times removed from the referent. The
speaker has thought about the word naming a postulated
reality. The word then is the reference on that level of
abstraction. If one thinks of the thought about the mean-
ing of the word, that becomes another level of abstraction,
etc.32
John Dewey emphasized experience of an object or
relation as the means by whloh speolfio associations
attach to words. But the generalized meaning whloh a word
has for us it gains through our repeated experiences and
through its use by other people. "... its habitual re-
current charaoter gives the meaning oonstancy, stability,
32Alfred KcrzybsV
, Science and
,
Sanity (Laneasteri
Pennsylvania} The International Non-Arlstotellan Library
Publishing Company, 1933). p. 384.
20
oonsistence . . . takes It out of the fluctuating and
33
wavering . . . m*
This Is the order In which a person develops the
awareness of "appleness* from the experiences with one
apple, two apples, etc., as Burke has pointed out. But
meaning does not Inhere In the words, nor their syntactical
context only. Meaning Involves attitudes. "Besides
symbolizing a reference, our words also are signs of
emotions, attitudes, moods, the temper, Interest or set
of the mind In which the references occur. They are signs
In this fashion because they are grouped with these atti-
tudes and Interests In certain looser and tighter con-
texts. • 3*
The attitude of the speaker to his audience, whether
It Is one of amity or hostility, Is one of the emotional
elements which condition the meanings of words as used,
Ogden and Richards point out. In this survey, the attitude
of the soldiers to the chaplain undoubtedly Influenced the
responses, though there Is no way to distinguish sharply
what the Influences were. They were Indicated In a general,
ambiguous way, In the patterns of eaoh Individual's re-
sponses to the various words.
33John Dewey, How We Think (Boston! D. D. Heath and
Company, 1910), p. 125.
J^Ogden and Richards, Meaning of Meaning , p. 223.
21
Another of the emotional elements of meaning, from
the list of Ogc en and Richards 1st our attitude toward
the referent. Responses to suoh words as pastor , priest .
preacher revealed associations from the Elmer Gantij;
variety to living saint. One response gave the name of
a pastor, specifying the general term to a specific referent
In mind as the man responded. Often attitudes of affeotlon,
of distrust, etc. were discernible.
The Intention of the speaker Influences the meanings
of the words, say Ogden and Richards, that was not as
evident In this survey. Some of the soldiers apparently
ascribed to the speaker the Intent to lead In worship on
this oocasion. Speaker Intention has reference to the
habitual, more fully assessed Intention of the speaker.
In less formal, more conversational verbal exchanges, the
Intention Is more quickly, flexibly assessed. And among
peers, there is a sharper focus of the emotional picture
of word meaning. Friends often reverse the meanings of
words by manipulating the elements of intention. When
this feat Is attempted by strangers, the response is "When
you say that, smilej" Between friends, soldiers oall each
other the most obscene names, and they serve to reveal,
and strengthen, the bond of trust. Use of familiar terms
for the pastor, even for God, Himself, did not appear to
be Intended as Irreverent, but as a use of intention to
reveal trust, and to ask for a mutual trust. Perversity
of expression would seem to have a whole new vocabulary
created by Inverting the direct refexenoe vocabulary of
the more prosaio usage.
Meaning is a highly subjective quality. But associ-
ations are objectively discernible. Charles E. Osgood's
research shows that attitude and meaning are not the same.
Attitude is evident in the evaluative faotors. But the
"greater the emotional or attitudinal loading of the set
of ooncepts being judged, the greater the tendency of the
semantic framework to oollapse Into a single combined
dimension." In general, the Osgood findings revealed
that suoh factors as evaluation, potency, activity were
involved in associations. A high degree of all three
faotors lndloated a high attitudinal, emotional loading.
Other factors, suoh as tautness, stability, novelty, and
receptivity were ezplored by Osgood, but his group did not
find them as reliably checked as the good-strong-active
faotors.
Associations are not less complex than meanings; and
meanings are made of associations by organizing and systema-
tizing. Associations include the memories of all our past
experiences with the object or person or relation or
35charles E. Osgood, Measurement of Meaning (Urbana,
Illinois! University of Illinois Press, 1957 Fi p. 7*.
23
activity which a word names, and our memories of all the
past uses of that word. Occasions upon which we heard
the word, or saw It, are a part of our oontezt for that
word. The attitude of the speaker, and the attitude we
held or hold to him constitute a part of the oontezt of
our associations with that word. The present occasion on
which the word Is used, and the syntax, all lnfluenoe the
associations likely to be oalled up. Total past and Im-
mediate experience of the hearer constitutes his oontezt.
Only a small part of that totality Is availability to any
researcher. This study attempted to reaoh only such factors
as age, religious preference, education, family education
and religion, foreign languages used by the soldier and
his family, his geography, and reading habits. These are
more fully discussed In the remaining ohapters.
The viewpoint was that words have whatever meanings
they derive from the communication transaction, and what-
ever meanings they derive from the whole context of ex-
periences by whloh these men acquired these associations
with them, and whatever meanings the whole human context
has deposited In them. That there would be large areas of
ambiguity In the meanings attached, was expected. But
patterns were soughti identification, and attitudes, between
speaker and hearer; between hearer and the referent
symbolized; relations between referents t between hearer and
oontext, his religious background, language fluency,
educational level, and geography. Predication and sub-
stitution Here keys to interpreting the patterns.
Beoause the words were religious words, It was
possible that there would be strong emotion in the re-
sponses. And the military setting was expected to offer
its contextual color, especially to the words which have
hierarchical connotations. All these expectations were
borne out, but in ways not exactly predictable. Still
other patterns which oould not have been anticipated ap-
peared. These have been discussed in connection with the
words themselves.
Gathering of the information was done with as nearly
controlled uniformity as possible. The men were inter-
viewed in small groups of one, two, up to five. But this
beoame so time oonsumlng that three groups of thirty to
thirty-five were surveyed. All received the same Instruc-
tions; that the survey was an attempt on the part of the
chaplain to find any association which religious words
had. They were not to sign their names to the papers; they
were to write down their first reaction without regard for
whether it seemed to them to make sense; they were to go
on to the next word and not consider any further tho wrd
to whloh they had already written their response; that
there were no right or wrong response words; that any word
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or group of words they might write would be all right.
The biographical data sheet was shown to then, and its
use explained. Questions were called for, and any about
the method of recording the response were cleared up, but
all questions of word meanings were answered with, "That
is up to you j put down Just what you think of."
The physical environment varied. Some of the men
were in the field on training problems, sitting in tents,
or on artillery pieces, or on the ground. Some were in
day-room lounges; some in barracks, on their bunks. A
few were in the chapel lounge, where the men had come to
write letters and read. The larger groups were in the
mess halls and the training class rooms.
All knew the unit chaplain as teacher of monthly
classes in ethios and morals, a required attendance class
in "Character Guidance 1' given to each soldier eaoh month,
and for which the unit chaplain is the instructor. His
relationship is many-sided. He is oonfidant and advisor,
pastor and preacher leading worship, a figure representing
authority of the ohuroh and of the offioer oorpa of the
Army. The chaplain wears the uniform and insignia of his
rank (Major, In this case), and of his rellg\on (a cross
for this ohaplaln). He was known to be Protestant, Southern
Baptist, and since he had served with these men for a year,
many personal details of their lives were known to him, and
many of his were known to them.
The small groups were all asked about their willing-
ness to help with the survey, and agreed, with apparent
interest to the point of mild enthusiasm. Of the larger
groups, there was no certainty that they volunteered.
But these sessions were during the slowed training season
of the week before Christmas, when boredom Is a hazard to
those who have not left for Christmas leave. Unless the
chaplain was deceived by appearances, they seemed to be
glad to escape seeing more training films, and to have an
opportunity to be a part of something they thought might
be a meaningful study. The almost complete filling out of
all the papers would seem to bear out the sense of enthusi-
asm which the chaplain supposed he observed.
The list originally Included seventy-two words. And
the men responded to almost all these. But of that list,
only nine are Included in this paper. They arei
HEAVEN
WORSHIP
GOD
BIBLE
CHURCH
IUMBB
PBIEST
PASTOR
HELL
These were chosen because results of an earlier survey
indicated that there would be more specific responses to
them than to words for virtues, suoh as faith . hope , love .
patience, faithfulness , humility ! or to the personages suoh
as angels , demons . eto.| or to the teohnloal words suoh
as salvation , regeneration , sanotlfloatlon . etc The
responses were specific.
The survey was administered first orally, with the
ohaplaln speaking the stimulus words and the men writing
their response word, or phrase, In a blank form given
them. (See Appendix A). After all the list had been
covered twloe, to allow for any blanks to be considered
and filled, the men were then asked to turn the sheet
over. They had the same list with a blank beside eaoh
word. They were asked to write their responses, at their
own pace, and without bothering about what they had put
on the other side of the paper. If eaoh man had put a
different response to the printed and to the spoken
stimulus words, there might have been 3*t6 responses.
There were no suoh number, of oourse. Most responded the
same, whether the stimulus word was spoken or printed.
The method was not Intended to be used as a statis-
tical study. Use of the figures for statistical differentia-
tions would lead to errors. Every response was listed In
the collations, whether It appeared once or twloe from a
man's paper. And In many oases, one man's response yielded
two or more meanings. When the stimulus word God was
spoken, a compound response such as Everlasting Father was
oounted under both father and Eternal . A response such as
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Heavenly Father was oollated as Father and Heaven
. This
study sought Inclusive meanings, and patternsj it was not
ooneerned with exact frequencies of the responses. Counts
have been made only to give relative frequencies in a
general way.
Evaluation of the responses, and arrangement of the
ooncepts in the patterns reported here, was done by the
same chaplain who administered the survey. The evaluations
are partly subjeotlve. No absolute authority has been
olalmed for them. If they serve to reduoe by even a little
the semantlo distance from the pulpit to the pew, from the
leotem to the student ohalr, they will have served their
purpose.
CHAPTER II
THE CONTEXT
The oontext for this survey was not syntactical,
hut environmental, and personal. Army life Is not normal
life for young men. It Introduces stresses emotional and
moral which color their vocabulary. They "sweat out" a
letter from home, or from a girl friend. They depend upon
new personal relationships to fill the family roles. They
often reaot to persons In authority as to a father. Their
reaction to the chaplain Is especially noticeable as a
father-son relationship. To Roman Catholics this is overt
and formally recognized by the title "Father" with whloh
they address the priest of their faith, but they use this
title with the Protestant Chaplain as well. And the
Protestant soldiers indicated the same feeling in less
stylized ways. They expressed the feeling by lingering
to dlsouss general or personal matters after the survey
was finished. Some reaoted negatively as to a father who
was an Implicit threat. They finished the survey, and
stood at a distance afterward, seeming to translate emo-
tional distance into spatial distance. It would have been
Interesting to have been able to make some key to their
papers to see if there were also semantic distances there.
But no such keys were marked*
Because the chaplain was a clergyman and the men were
told that these were religious words, his olerioal offloe
formed part of the oontext. There probably were pre-
symbollo responses as a result. The Interviews probably
had for some of the men an aura of a worship service.
Por some others there may have been the element of reward,
or punishment, Implicit In the occasion, and the relation-
ships. Por Roman Catholics, there may well have been an
Implicit need to defend the faith from the Protestant
chaplain. The one "atheist* revealed In his responses a
defenslveness which eould be either personal, or general,
either the effeot or the cause of his "atheism."
One evidence of emotional elements In the responses
arose around the stimulus word hell . A few of the men
responded with Army . A few responded with the name of
their Individual unit. That the units in whloh these men
were serving had at that time undergone changes of ooamand,
and were experiencing a measure of disorder, seemed related
to another oonoept of hell, as ohaos. This Illustrates
the environmental oontext as an element In the associations
given, and thus, In the meanings attributed.
There may have been no referent for any of these words
In the experience of some of the men. They left blanks a-
mong the longer seventy-two word stimulus-response chain.
The group who did respond seemed to have some referenoe,
either pre-symbollc or symbolic or "post-language" for the
stimulus words. Yet, If there had been no real (to the man
who responded) referent, then he may yet have referred to
the situation In which he had heard the word before. If
there were any similarities In the survey situation to
suggest the associations of church going, or of religious
Instruction, or any other context In whloh he had formerly
heard the word used, then he may have responded with what
he believed to be the appropriate word. This Is not
36pslttlclsm as Ogden and Hlchards call It. It may not
be a parrot-like response at all. It may be a response
to the speaker, to the situation, or to a readiness for
an experience which the soldier had not yet had. This
presymbollc use of the words Is not really distinguishable
In such a limited syntactical context as these papers
furnished. They were olose to silence and Its unlimited
oontext. More delineating words and qualifiers might
narrow the associations by repetition of the essential
elements. Redundancies of a communication evoke and re-
inforce the pattern of a concept or meaning. The most
that could be done with this limited oontext was to seek
associations and derive from them possible meanings. No
claim to having found the exaot meanings Intended by the
soldiers Is made.
let this very ambiguity made a freedom of response.
3°0gden and Richards, Meaning of Meaning
. 215.
Since there were no right or wrong responses, the men
freely gave associations which at first glance, and taken
In single pairs of stimulus-response, appeared to have no
relationship to religious words at all. Of the other
sixty-three among the seventy-two words, one was holy .
One man responded with Moses. Holy Moses . Was he offer-
ing an expletive, or a beatification? Another stimulus
word was Glory . A man responded with ggl Glory Be l With
suoh freedom of response there were bound to be some un-
usual associations recorded. For a oomplete list of words
used, see Appendix A.
Another element of the situational context Is the
fact that the speaker was speaking to several listeners
In each Interview, and In the course of the survey, to 173
listeners. Their responses, however, were addressed all
to only one listener, the chaplain. What effeot this had
on the responses was not determined.
The largest oontext of all, the total experience of
eaoh man, was only barely touched. Biography was listed
to the extent of place of longest residence; age; education
level; foreign languages spoken by the man or by his
parents; his religion, and that of parents; education of
parents; and his reading habits. An attempt has been made
to find correlations among these elements, and between suoh
faotors and the responses. Such as have been seen are
discussed with the words to whleh they pertain. For a
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copy of the Biographical Data Sheet, see Appendix B.
i^e experience which many consider most Important
of all was not mentioned on the data sheet, because It
was felt that It would be so variously Interpreted that
It could not be assessed meaningfully. "Have you ever
had any experience of personal conversion, or Meeting God?"
The most conventional vooabulary is transformed In its
intensity, and richness of Interrelation of concepts be-
tween persons who believe themselves to have undergone
such a "mystic" experience. They gain a referent for words
describing God, and relations to Him. Such referents are
no longer abstractions, but concrete experiences. The
words used to desorlbe such relationships are not high
order abstractions, but very near to the experience.
This Is true whether or not an Interpreter allows
the objective reality of the experience. If the persons
using the terms believe the experience real, and speak to
another whom they believe to accept the reality of the ex-
perience, religious vooabulary moves away from formal
stimulus-response combinations. Among pietists the reli-
gious vooabulary takes on paradoxically physical, even
sexual, terms to describe the spiritual phenomena of mystic
experience. It is a massive semantic change* apparently.
But that information was not asked for. Nor was It
assumed that any religious group would have a higher pro-
portion of persons who had had suoh mystic experiences.
Ken of all religions have reported having had such ex-
periences. And they report them In remarkably similar
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terms, from every area and era. But since they are
not presently predictable, It appears Impossible to study
semantic ohange before and after such an exj3rlence.
Whether the nervous system of a person Is changed by
his semantic ohaages, as Korzybskl feels, or not, the
relationships of the words In his vocabulary to eaoh other
seem to him ohanged, and thus, his equipment with which he
makes and maintains contact with the world around him Is
transformed.
A study which had access to such factors In the ex-
perience of the subjects would be able to weigh the asso-
ciations with a fuller context, and could reasonably ex-
peot to come closer to religious meanings, or meanings of
religious words. This was not suoh a study.
37Charles W. Morris, "Mysticism and Its Language,"
Language ! An Inquiry Into Its Meaning and Function , p. I83.
•'Alfred Korzybskl, Science and Sanity (Lakevllle,
Connecticut! International Non-Arlstotellan Library
Publishing Company, 1933), P« 107.
CHAPTER III
THE MEN
The men were soldiers of the First Infantry Divi-
sion stationed at Fort Riley, Kansas • They were assigned
to the Division Artillery units. While there is no
speoifle policy of assigning men of higher abstracting
ability to artillery units, there seem (from comparison
with a former study) to be more of them on duty there
than In one infantry unit surveyed. These artillerymen
were able to handle religious words with more speolfio
and varied associations than infantrymen. But they had
more eduoation than the group among whom the similar
study was done two years earlier. The earlier group were
Infantrymen, and had a median age one year younger. This
artillery group left fewer blanks in the survey response
form and showed a wider reading range. They were not
typioal of the national population, It is believed.
Army induction requirements are a screening process
which had already eliminated all with less than a fourth
grade education or its equivalent. They all were physl-
oally able, in excellent health. They had no disabling
emoticial or mental handicaps or illnesses. They had,
none of them, any known criminal record. This is assumed
from the Army induction standards.
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Soldiers In this group were younger than the Army
average. Most were enlisted men of the lowest four grades.
A few were of grade B-5 (Sergeant) and even fewer of grade
E-6. There were not over seven men of grades E-7 through
E-9« But the older men In lower grades had less education.
The reason for this Is that men with less eduoatlon tend to
remain longer In the lower ranks, possibly due to less ef-
ficient performance of duty and to the very same oharaoter
qualities whloh prevented them from continuing their educa-
tion. Charaoter, education, and rank are generally related
in the Army. Opportunity to oontlnue eduoatlon In servloe
Is offered, at every level. Those who take less advantage
of the opportunity remain longer In the lower ranks. The
report contains no responses from commissioned officers.
Appendix C oontalns all the biographical data. It
reveals that the men were predominately protestant, of the
age 20-25, with nearly half being high school graduates.
Geographically, over half were from Midwestern states.
Tables I-IV give extraots from Appendix C for convenient
reference and comparison.
No patterns of association appeared to be based on
geography or age. However, the study was not attempted on
a olose statistical basis. There may have been statisti-
cally meaningful data whloh were not evident to this re-
searcher for laok of training In that field.
TABLE I
AGES
Over 'tO 7
30-39 18
26-29 15
22-25 73
21 26
20 15
19 10
Ho age given. .... 9
Total 173
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TABLE II
RELIGIOUS
Roman Catholic k$
Baptist. ...•«. «..«»». 41
Protestant (No denomination) ... 21
Methodist 18
Lutheran 13
Christian (Disciples) 6
Presbyterian 5
No religion. 4
Assembly of God 3
Church of God 2
Evangelical and Reformed 2
Pentecostal 2
Blank (No entry) . 2
Congregational ..... l
Church of Christ 1
Episcopal 1
Nazarene ..... X
Jewish 1
Total 173
TABLE III
EDUCATION
(YEARS OF SCHOOLING)
16 years 1
13-15 years 15
12 years 83
9-11 years 53
8 years or less 15
No answer 6
Total 173
*o
TABLE IV
ABEA OF LONGEST RESIDENCE
Midwest 9h
Southeast 3*
Northwest 14
Southwest 17
Far West 9
Virgin Islands • 1
Germany 1
Guam • 1
No answer 2
Total 173
Religion of the user was a more noticeable factor
In his associations. This Is studied more closely In
dealing with the words themselves, but It Is useful to
say here that the Roman Cathollo men had a more nearly
homogenous response pattern for some of the words than
did the Protestants.
Level of education did correlate with the number of
words responded to. Men of higher education left few
blanks on their papers; men of leas education left pro-
portionately more. No attempt was made to form a curve
or plot of this.
Foreign language ability did not seem to make very
much difference In the use of the words. On one paper a
Spanish American responded to the stimulus word Preacher
with English . But no general patterns developed.
The faot that these men were In The Army did make a
difference In their responses. On the Issue of authority,
they were very alf rt. It Is not entirely the military
hierarchy which sensitized them to the over and under
relationship, but they were acutely aware of It. In one
of the words not examined In this particular paper, but
Included on the survey, Pride , the men did not give the
usually deprecatory responses at all. They responded with
many of the slogan words with which The Army seeks to
lnouleate unit pride. Again, the stimulus word, Hell .
<»2
had a highly specialized meaning for many of them. At
least ten men responded with Amy or with the name of
their particular unit. Two more responded with confine-
ment , which Is a special usage meaning disciplinary con-
finement In the unit guard house or the Post Stockade.
In at least one other ease, the response to the word Pastor
there were the words Cha plain and Chaplain Labunoo . While
the title of an Amy ohaplaln may be variously used, as
gather . Pastor , etc., It Is officially Chaplain , without
regard to his rank or denomination. Indeed, the only un-
usual note In Its appearing among the responses Is that It
did not occur more than It did. The word was purposely
omitted from the list of stimulus words to prevent the
person of the chaplain administering the survey from being
Intruded any more than necessary. That relationship to
the men has been discussed under the chapter "The Context*
above.
Race was not recorded, but there were Negroes,
Caucasians, Mongolians (and Amerloan Indians).
CHAPTER IV
THE WORDS
Here are given nine of the seventy-two words on
the survey. These substantives ( Worship was also used
as a verb) were chosen beoause they have frequent use In
religious conversation, and from the pulpit. Their asso-
ciations Indicated attitudes to authority; to reward and
punishment; to fear and guilt; to olergy and ohuroh; and
above all to God.
Meanings developed In olusters of associations.
This Is a reoord of the associations and meanings.
1. HEAVEN
In English this word has had three core meanings;
(a) an expanse above the earth In whloh the weather phe-
nomena take plaoe, the troposphere; (b) the visible uni-
verse of moon, sun, stars; (o) the abode of God, and the
persons and attributes associated with Him and with the
plaoe or state of His abiding.
All these uses were found In this survey. But by
far the largest number were among the third usage. The
most frequent responses related Heaven to God, and etemal-
lty. This metanymlc response Indicated that one of the
qualities of Heaven Is relationship with or to God, as
seen In the responses! God's Kingdom
. City of God, Paradise
of Sod , and many other oompounds Joining the Name of God
with some predicative or attributive word.
Duration was Implied In the responses everlasting .
Eternal , eternity , hereafter , after life , and Life for-
ever . But New Testament writings Indicate there Is more
than quantity In Eternity; It speaks of a difference of
quality. Eternal Life extends to earthly life also. But
In this particular survey, none of that could be discerned,
partly from lack of syntactical oontext. There la no way
to know whether these men would have developed this dis-
tinction or not. The association duration Is explicit.
Condition or state of blessedness 1b expressed in
suoh responses as happiness , rest , for good people , for
straight people , glory , good life, salvation , peace , re^
ward, something £o look forward to. paradise , goal , wish .
eostasy . Ideal , and pretty . The blessedness Is differen-
tiated as to beneficiary in the use of expressions like
for good people . But the plaoe-space associations add the
Idea of a place of blessedness to that of a state of
blessedness .
Spatial expressions lnoluded City of Qod . place of
reward . a better plaoe . an Ideal place . Paradise , plaoe
where God Is . God's home , home , a plaoe of rest , happy
place , plaoe for straight people , plaoe for righteous
people
.
Universe . This last Is an example of the second
*5
use common In English, "The Universe and the heavenly
bodies."
Besides relationship with God, there was a group of
associations with the other persons of Heaven angels .
Oood peoole . righteous people , straight people. *i£e and.
ohlldren
.
home .
There were associations with the culmination of a
striving or fulfillment as ftoal . rerard . hyjiest . something
to look forward to . Promised Land .
And the possibility of another outoome to life was
noted in the antonym hell.
Death was associated with Heaven in the responses
death , die , plaoe to go when you die, life after death.
where good people £0 when they die .
The oldest use of the idea of a heaven is an expanse *
Such a usage was shown in the associations highest . Earth .
upstairs , up in heaven , up with God , above , where God
lives | home up there . home above .
Reward and punishment were shown in the associations
reward , wish, for. good people , salvation , for righteous
people; and the punishment aspect in hell .
Among other associations was found the platonlc one
of ideal , and the negative side of the same ooncept, not
General attributes of Heaven were such associations
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as love , glory , faith , truth , good , happy . peace, golden.
pretty , ecstasy .
Several of the combinations were phrases from popular
hymns Promised Land . Golden Gate . City of Gold . Great
Hereafter .
The associations with God as ruler were not as fre-
quent as the studies of Kenneth Burke would Indicate. He
feels that hlerarohy Is Implicit In all relationship to
God. Xet there were only nine expressions which oontalned
the word kingdom . When we add the association Lord and
the ideas of reward and punishment, there are still less
than half of the total, or only forty-eight references
which imply hlerarohy. In Burke's categories the associa-
tion Home would connote hlerarohy, but that does not
necessarily follow. If one Includes temporal sequenoe,
and adds in the expressions of eternity, and hereafter,
then there Is a new kind of hierarchy whloh is not neces-
sarily "logically Implied." It is a hierarchy based upon
time, and not upon persons.
Granted, elders do the ruling, largely on the basis
of temporal priority, and their being bigger than the
ohildren over whom they establish their hierarchy. But
that Is not sufficient grounds to make a logloal necessity
of the temporal-hlerarohioal relationship. It Is not true
that all who are older are rulers.
*7
While the hierarchical element was implied In the
responses and associations here, It was not the overriding
oonoept from whloh the others were drawn. Unless one In-
cludes "relationship to God" as part of the hierarchical
oonoept, as surely It might be, there Is not any oentral
authority structure In the associations around the word
Heaven
. If Sod . Lord . Jesus are added to the oonoept of
hlerarohy, then the associations have as their oentral
oore meaning, that of Hierarchy.
But this Is to assume that any relationship has in
It an Implied over and under, and no equality. It would
tie blasphemous to suppose that one were equal to God In
attributes, or In any personal qualities. But what does
moral freedom mean If It does not mean equality In some
essential ascription? To be like Christ is usually In-
tended to ratan to be made related to Him in some way whloh
is not hierarchical, but whloh partakes of the agape kind
of love. Love transcends the ranking tendency in man.
Surely the loneliest man in the world Is he who has no
equals, to whom everybody is above or beneath him. Friend-
ship's love usually levels differences In attitudes. Not
in any logical way, but In some love way, relationship to
God seems to imply an ascription by Him of our equality
with Him.
The survey cannot answer these questions. It did not
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TABLE V
RESPONSES TO STIMULUS WORD "HEAVEN"
God, Lord Jesus . • . Jk
Eternity, forever, everlasting 20
hell 18
place, nice plaoe, wonderful place 17
home • 12
Paradise. 11
rest 11
Life, afterlife .10
Kingdom, God's Kingdom, Kingdom of Love ... 9
happiness, happy, happy place 7
Peace 7
Reward, something to look forward to 6
People, for good people, righteous
people • 5
Earth 5
God's home k
Angels 4
Promised Land 3
goal 3
Great hereafter 3
Glory 2
good 2
salvation 2
death, after death, go when you die 2
Golden gate 2
City, City of Gold, City of God 2
wish, not real, love, faith, truth,
eostasy, universal, Ideal, Highest,
religion, worship, ohurch, Haven,
upstairs, pretty 1 each
attempt it. But the central concept of the associations
was that of relationship to God, a spatial, durative,
qualitative relationship, whioh was called up by the
word Heaven .
2. WORSHIP
The central associations with the word Worship ,
clustered aroucd the Church. Whether this was as a
house of worship, or as the universal agency whioh leads
men in worship, the survey oould not reveal. House of
Worship was used, but it may or may not have been implied
in the word Church . None of the respondents used the
old expression Church House .
But the most frequently expressed association was that
of an aotivlty, as in pray , prayer , adore , adoration .
praise , gorve . pay homage, offer respeot . give tribute .
visit , go to church , put faith in, oonflde in . take part
in, uphold , obey . Not quite as dearly, the following
associations point both to a state and an aotivlty, love
.
believe In . bs loyal to . listen to god's word, devotion .
study , understanding .
It was recognized that there oould be worship of others
than God. There arose such associations as idol , idolize .
worship someone , and hell . Pride was an association which
may have had paternal undertones, for the same man re-
sponded to Worship with the response my, child , and had
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responded to the stimulus word Pride with Joy . He may
be saying "I worship my ohlld," slnoe the expression
Pride and Joy. Is frequently used In the sentence "He la
his Father's (Mother's) pride and Jay.." But without an
expllolt context there Is no way to remove this from
the realm of oonjeoture, as far as the particular
response was oonoerned. There are other possibilities!
pride might be the feeling toward one's religion or
church; or It might be the personal attitude one sought
to rid himself of through worship; or It might be what
one sought through a sense of worth evoked by the wor-
ship. There are still other possibilities.
There were associations Indicating an attitude and
disposition of loyalty to God. Many of the responses
localized worship to the church, to the Mass, but far
more of them left place and time unbounded, although
there were a few associations Involving specific time
statements; Sabbath . Lord's Day , every week ajid, every
night in God,. Attitude and aot were viewed as whole.
Pray , honor , adore . ?erve . whloh are aotlon words, ao-
oounted for over two-thirds of the responses.
But the most remarkable series of associations Is In
the response Adore and Adoration . Twenty men responded
thus. Of that number, seventeen were Roman Catholic
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Seventeen of the forty-nine Catholics used this res-
ponse. The three protestants who gave this response were
Lutherans. In both faiths, the cateohlsm includes a pair-
ing of the words "to worship and adore God* In the des-
cription of the duty of man to God. Other responses which
were limited to men who were or had been reared as Catholic
were Mass . homage . Other religious groups gave the same
response word*
The aspect of communication with God was shown In
the frequency of the use of such words as confess , pray .
message, thanking God , and praising God . Communication
Implied loyalty In such expressions as honor , obey .
serve , respeot . faith , confide In . believe , look up to .
loyal , and religion . Recognition of the variant objects
of worship was less widespread. Those who mentioned the
person or object of worship used such terms as God .
Father
. Christ . Jesus . Lord In fifty-nine responses, and
two others used Idol . Idolize , and two more said for
someone .
Worship associations seemed to point to an active
disposition toward God, resulting In loyal servloe to His
honor, and enjoying communication with Him In prayer.
They included above all, terms indicating relationship
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TABLE VI
RESPONSES TO STIMULUS WORD "WORSHIP"
Church, house of God, go to church
. . . ^9
God, Christ, Jesus, Lord ........ 59
Pray, prayer 23
Adore, adoration 20
Praise, look ud to \k
religion, religious 13
Faith, putting faith in 10
Believe, belief 8
serve, service (to faith or to God). . . 7
Love, love God, love someone 5
worship 3
Mass 3
Respect God 3
Idol, Idolize 2
homage, tribute 3
Day, Sabbath Day, Lord's Day 2
Obey, Heaven, hell, eternity,
pride, people, good,
necessary, Father, study,
to like, oonflde in,
listening to God's Word,
every week and night In God,
visit and take part In,
message of the Lord, devotion,
uphold, loyal, understanding. ... 1 each
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to God . There would seem to be little of pantheistic
oonnotatlon In the associations. For frequenoy see
Table VI.
3. GOD
By far the most frequent response to the stimulus
word Qod was the Idea of Father . This Is In keeping with
Burke's speculation that Ideas of God Include hierarchical
expressions. Burke has classified the names of God under
suoh headings as thesei the ground of all possibility;
the ultimate motivation, abstraction, generalization;
prlnolple of aotion; Death; unoonsolous, and all natural
funotlons, phenomena, and Insanity and mysticism; a func-
tion of prayer; prlnolple of rebirth; evil In disguise;
a name of honor for oneself; a slogan of the extreme
right. 39 While one might wonder how Mr. 3urke arrived
at the associations which put some of these Ideas In suoh
close relation, his basic headings have utility, as tests
to bring associations to.
Soldiers In this study used many of the same terns
for God that Burke has used, including uncommon ones suoh
39Kenneth Burke, A Rhetoric of Motives (New Xorki
Prentioe Hall Inc., 19^2 ), pp. 29^301.
as All . Aoex . Symbol . Universe . The Cause , and apparently
a metanya, salvation , but listed Savage . (Presumably
the soldier meant to write Salvage inoludlng the Idea
ooamon In the Army of salvaging equipment , or a man's
oharaoter. Xet the ambiguity may not be one of spelling,
but an association much more enigmatic. ) There were
forty-three responses which included the word Father and
twenty-four whloh used some word for rule, suoh as Ruler
.
Lord . Master . Leader . King ; together there were sixty-
seven uses of hierarchical terms among the 173 papers.
In examining any of the tables, It Is well to remember
that they are not exaot statistical valuations. There
are terms used on the papers whloh are compound, such as
Eternal King , which were noted as usages of both ideas,
that of eternallty and that of rulershlp.
When the various words for power, parenthood, service,
might, and worship are added together, there are ninety-
seven of the responses whloh lnolude the element of hier-
archical relationship. The Important aspect is just this
one of relationship. Persons ruled may or may not attain
a super status by relation to a super being. But there Is
still the expression of seeking, and being related to,
something or someone outside of one's self. Zt was far
»->*• frequently, someone, for these words are words whloh
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relate to a person rather than an Impersonal force. With
the exception of Hlfth . Highest . Apex . Cause . Power , and
Symbol . there Is the possibility of personal relationship
In every one of the responses. Law Is not necessarily
personal; good could exist without relationship; One could
refer to one of anything, though It Is usually heard In
the 3hem> : "Hear, Oh Israel, the Lord our Lord (JHWH) Is
one Lord." Universe may be either Impersonal, or personal.
If one Is part of the universe, and If God Is related to
the universe, God Is related to the parts of the universe
Including the soldiers who wrote the word. But suoh a
chain of reasoning Is Implicit, not always explicit.
Though It has been put In suoh childhood prayers as "Thou
who made the stars, made me."
At a closer distance of relation are such terms as
Haven . All, Eternal Father , cross , hell . Ht aven , Bible .
Perfect One , and Supreme Being . At a distance yet a little
closer in the relationship are suoh words as Faith , hope .
Love , religion . Almighty , devil, person , worship , hold .
Still closer are Savior
.
Christ
.
Jesus
. Forglver, Father
.
Creator , serve . Salvation, Ruler . Lord . Master . King , pray .
love .
What to do with the response marry Is a mystery. It
is a relational word, and indicates the sense of God's in-
volvement in the relationship of the family, husband and
wife, whatever else It may mean. It might help in
evaluating the response if it were known whether the sol-
dier was married, and whether he was happily married. But
that information was not gathered. We shall never know
whether the man was grateful or indignant.
Another approach to the responses might be made
through their grammatical value. A syntax is lacking for
most of them, beoause they consist of only a few words
with no attempt to form a complete thought. But here as
in other free association experiments, the responses tended
to fall into predicative and substantive uses. The pre-
dicative feature was so explicit that the men often wrote
the verb "is" before their substantives, furnishing a
syntaxi "God is love," or "is Good," Even when not wrlt-
ten, it was clearly understood in suoh responses. Other
predicates were believe In. worship , serve , praise , to be
loved
. Jaoobson points out that the responses which form
a complement to the stimulus word, do with the stimulus
word, form a syntax. Substitutive responses included active
metaphors and metanyms, such as Ruler . Creator . Savior . Al-
mighty., Cause . Holy . Life . Way of Life
. Good . There were
also in each of the words studied some tautologies, in
which men responded with the stimulus word Itself. Table VII
gives the relative frequencies of responses for the word God .
*°Boman Jaoobson, "The Cardinal Dichotomy in Language,"
Lan£ua£ei An Inquiry Into Its Meaning and Function , pp. 155-1?8.
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TABLE VII
RESPONSES TO STIMULUS WORD "GOD"
Father, my Father, Our Father,
Holy Father, Heavenly Father,
Father of all 43
Ruler, Lord, King, Master, Leader . ... 24
Creator, Maker, Originator • 24
Heaven, Heavenly 24
Savior, my Savior ...17
Love, to be loved 15
Almighty 13
Jesus 11
Worship 10
Eternal, Everlasting 10
Life, Life Restorer, Way of Life 7
Holy 7
One, The One • 7
Good, The Good, The great 7
Christ 5
Person, the Person 5
Faith, my faith, put faith In. 5
God 4
Man 4
Church 4
Holy man, wonder man, man I live for. • • 3
Law 3
Believe In 3
Haven 3
Earth 2
Serve 2
Highest, Apex • 2
Holy Spirit, All, pray, Three, devil,
Cross, Savage (sic), hell,
forglver, marry, Salvation,
hope, religion 1 eaoh
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4. BIBLE
Surely there were not fifty-seven men In this group
who could have known that the Greek word for Book was
Byblos
. yet, for this stimulus word there were that many
responses In whloh the word Book was a part of the associa-
tion. They did list religious affiliations In whloh they
may have been exposed to that knowledge, but there may
have been some other reason why they responded as they did.
First of all then, The Bible Is a book. This association
Is overwhelmingly the most frequent one found In the
survey. It Is a Golden Book . £ Guide Book . Book of the
Lamb, Holy Book . Missal , and The Book . To one man It Is
Books , recognizing Its composite nature.
For twenty men It was Word . Word of God . Word p£ the
Father
. Holy Word . Word of the Lord , and JM Word . They
were aware of the mystic Logos quality which has been
attributed to the special Book. For this group the asso-
ciations of Word-Bible was likely to continue, for some of
them answered to the stimulus preacher with the response
of the Word or some similar association. The syntax would
seem to be ^he Bible Is the Word of God."
Nineteen men said that It had the association Holy .
This word has the sense of "set aside for special use" whloh
Is the basic meaning of the Greek word haglos from which
the Idea oame Into English ecclesiastical vocabulary.
Holy has come to have the meaning of "Divine In attri-
butes or nature." In any ease, the meaning "associated,
with Deity* would seem to be Implied In this response*
Holy Book
. Holy Bible , were terms which related the Bible
to Deity. Twelve men used the name God , of Jesus , or
Christ , as the sole response to this stimulus word. Again,
they associated the Bible with God, In a relationship.
But there were associations which related the Bible
to man. Sixteen called It Law . War of Life . Rules for
World . Holy Guide . To go by . Guidance . Rules to live by .
Rules for Christians ; all of these associations clustering
about the concept of guidance, of law, of rules binding
on human conduct. There would seem to be a relationship,
through the Bible, of men to a prlnolple of order, a rule
of life, or some Imperative. How binding the claim was upon
the man, there was no way to tell. That would have to wait
the fruits of dally living.
Gospel as an association was used by three men. This
word has such rloh connotations In the preaching of Chris-
tian preachers, that there would have been no surprise If
It had appeared more frequently. It was itself used as one
of the seventy-two stimulus words In the larger list, and
did receive a rloh variety of responses. Gospel, as good
news , and as a portion read each worship day, Is related to
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TABLE VIII
RESPONSES TO STIMULU3 WED "BIBLE"
Book, Holy Book, Golden Book,
Missal, Guide Book,
Book of the Lamb 57
Word of God, Word of the Father,
Word of the Lord 20
Holy. • • • • ^9
Law, Way of Life, Rules for World,
Holy Guide, to go by,
guidance, Rules to live by,
Rules for Christian 16
Christian ...••••••••••••12
Jesus, God •
Believe, What you Believe 3
Gospel 3
History, History of Religion,
Historv of God's People 2
Mass. 2
Read 2
truth • 2
Pray, prayer 2
Life 2
Church, Father, study. Religion,
Scripture, on table at home,
Salvation, Letter, Hand of
the Lord, Message from the Lord,
Text of God's doings, Biblical
text, Literature 1 each
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faith . And this word was used as a response. It came
In the Idea, "What you believe" whloh was given by four
as their association with Bible .
The Bible as history same In for a share of the
responses, History . History o£ God's people . History of.
religion . God's doings .
Responses indicated relationships with God and man,
with man and man through law, and with man and man through
the idea of God Is People , and with man and man in the
family in 20. the table at home . Bible , like the other
words in the religious vocabulary, seemed to function to
describe relationships.
See Table VIII for other uses and responses.
5. CHUBCH
Worship was the strongest association with the word
Church.. Seventy-four of the men used this word explicitly
In their responses. It was called House of Worship .
Place of Worship ; and the simple word Worship was used.
The place was emphasized in fifty-eight responses, House
of God . Home of the Lord . Home of God . Holy Plaoe . place
of prayer , house of. prayer , special plaoe . temple , chapel .
building; . An overwhelmingly large portion of the men had
this association. Only a few thought of it as an Institu-
tion, or an organization.
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Pour men equated the word with the response Catholic
and one with Nazarene . Two gave the tautology Church and
one more said my_ own . These were views of the ohurch
which related the man to the aot of worship and to a
specific group with whom he worshipped.
One man said my_ wife and oh lid , and two spoke of
congregation , two more of people and one of body . It is
possible that this association is not relational but a
referenoe to the hand play game taught to children in
which the fingers interlace and the thumbs form a steeple.
This verse aooompanles the handplayt "Here la the church;
here Is the steeple; open the door and see all the people."
A twist of the hands reveals the Interlaced fingers in
rows like pews of people. In any case, there was emphasis
on the persons rather than the plaoe.
Other examples emphasized the activity which takes
place in the church, and were thus related to the response
worship , prayer , pray , house of prayer , place o£ prayer .
Of these there were eighteen. Combined with the worship
responses, there were eighty-seven associations which
olustered around the activity of, or in, the churoh. This
Is activity In which man Is related to God. There would
eem to be grounds to add to this group the responses
religion, religious , for religion seems to be a word of
relationships.
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TABLE IX
RESPONSES TO STIMULUS WORD "CHURCH"
Worship, house of worship, place
of worship, to worship ...... 7k
House of God, hone of God 46
God, Lord, Christ 27
religion, religious .......... 18
pray, prayer, house of prayer,
plaoe of prayer 13
plaoe, holy plaoe, speolal plaoe,
plaoe of neaoe 8
Faith, my faith 7
Catholic k
holy 3
church. 2
congregation 2
people. ,. 2
building. 2
priest 2
School, Sunday School 2
Christian, Nazarene, Sunday, Bells,
lore, temple, chapel, sacred,
Life, Universal, Institution,
organization, leader, pastor,
Holy man, truth, my own, one,
to belong, pillar of lore, my
wife and child, body, Bible. ... 1 each
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Another chain of synonyms appeared In the substi-
tutions, Churoh-rellglon-denomlnatlon-falth. The question
is often asked "What Is your Church?" and the answer
given Catholic . Or again, "What la your rellglon7" with
the same answer. In this ease, the response religion
should he considered with the group of man-man relation-
ships. It had the ambiguity of both man to man and man
to God relationships. It had reference to persons, to
activity, and to the place of the religion or religious
aotlvlty; It was rloh In associations.
Other references suoh as priest . Sunday School, bells,
preacher , love . Life . Pillar of Love, Body, Bible, and to
belong may be found In Table IX.
6. PREACHER
There was more spread In the association attached to
this word than to Church . Fifty-four attached God's name
explicitly as part of their response, God's servant. God's
Toloe . God's helper , and even God's Hucksters . The preaoher
was related In the responses to God.
Minister , agent , and messenger were words which had
another veotor of relationship. They related the minister
to the people. Words like Teacher . Minister. Leader of
the Churoh . Leader of Worship . Leader of the Flock. Christian
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leader . Pastor . Reverend . Helper . Advisor . Wedding .
Father , and other separate singular responses as to save
souls , person you believe In . one you can trust , were
all responses which Indicate the veotor of man-man rela-
tionships, but In a unique status. This man was an agent
of God to these men, If their associations said anything}
and being related to him was somehow relating to God
through His agent. It was also a man-man relationship
of mutuality, as the advisor and trust responses Indicated.
But It was further a relationship of service, functioning
in such specific ways as performing weddings.
The verbal, the oral, the forensic element In the
nature of the preacher's peoullar work was noted in the
associations Speaker . Messenger , passes on the Word . Word ,
the tautology preacher . Talker about religion . Voloe of
God . Leader of Worship , and One who gives sermon .
He was related to the church in such expressions as
Churoh | pulpit . Christian Leader . Leader of the Flock .
leader of worship . Protestant . Baptist . Cardinal , and
Pastor , and perhaps in the title Reverend .
There was some tendency to more specifio association
categories here as In use of Baptist . Protestant . Cardinal .
reader (possibly a Christian Science association), or
Episcopalians refer to "Lay Header* (preachers who have
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TABLE X
RESPONSES TO STIMULUS WORD "PREACHER"
Of God, servant, speaker, agent,
messenger, voice, helper, nan ..... 41
Teaeher 23
minister 14
Word, speaks the Word, passes on
God's Word, teller 10
Leader, Christian leader, leader of
worship, of the flook 9
Priest 8
Preacher 7
Church 6
carrier. 5
Holy man 5
Reverend 5
protestant 5
Bible 5
Messenger k
pulpit k
Worker with Christ, worker for Christ. ... If
Helper If
Advisor, religious advisor k
wedding k
Baptist If
Talker about religion. 3
holy 2
Pather 2
one you can trust. 2
One who gives sermons 2
Sod's Hucksters, to save souls,
person you believe In, prophet,
Human Being, my hometown, Mr. Brady,
Heaven, fool, loyal, cardinal,
reader, Rouel ...... 1 each
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not bean ordained). In another kind of narrow category
were such personal associations as 3£. Brady . My home-
town , and Rouel . apparently the name of a preaoher.
Whether the response fool was a derogatory value
Judgment, or an echo of the Apostle Paul's "by the fool-
ishness of preaohlng," or the title God's Fool , which has
been variously applied to St. Francis and to Hartln
Luther, it Is not possible to distinguish.
But here, as In the other words of religious vocabu-
lary, there Is a heavy loading of relationship associa-
tions. 8ee Table X for frequency comparisons.
7. PBIEST
There were fifty-three expressions associating the
priest with God. They Included such phrases and words
as of God, teacher of God to men, speaks of God, agent of
S2d» servant of God, dlsolple of God., and follower of God .
Relationship of the priest to God Is one of several rela-
tional faoets, summed In the ancient definition of priest-
hood, "Bringing God to man and man to God."
Another and Institutional side of the relationship
may have been implied In the twenty-five responses Catholic .
Priestly funotlon seemed more speolfloally the emphasis of
the churches whloh have In their name the word Cathollo, In
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Its sense of universal . Apparently, juxtaposition of the
two words Preaoher and Priest brought for some men asso-
ciations of Protestant and Catholic Both Protestant and
Catholic soldiers used the word Pastor In the same general
sense of *a personal religious guide.* Rank was Involved
for some of the Oathollo menj they saw the pastor as
Bishop , and as ohlef priest of the ohuroh staff. Rela-
tions Implicit there Included inter-official ones. Thus,
the Idea of an organization, and the relations among the
offices of that organization, were added.
As might have been expected, nineteen men, all
Catholic, responded to the stimulus word with Father . Four-
teen Protestants associated priest-preacher . Be beoame,
for them, the same relational figure as the preaoher In
their own congregations. This relationship was primarily
one of teaoher and exhorter, leader of worship. Thirteen
soldiers oalled him Minister. Eleven responded with
Church . The responses sermon , pulpit , preaoher . seemed to
aooent the aot of publio worship, In the speolfio pattern
of representing man to Cod and Sod to man.
Other responses associated the priest with men. Be
was called Father , minister , teaoher . Leader , messenger .
pastor , advisor , healer , foralver . and referred to with
confidence , honesty , one to obey , and as The Person . The
TABLE XI
RESPONSES TO STIMULUS WORD "PRIEST"
Sod, teacher of, man of, follower of,
agent of, servant of, disciple of ... 52
Catholic 25
father 19
Preaeher 1*
Minister 13
Church ....... ..11
teacher. •• 9
Leader, spiritual, religious,
Christian °
Advisor, someone you oan trust o
Messenger 5
Speaker 5
Pastor . *
Holy, saored *
Word, oarries word *
Reverend
Chaplain • 3
Bishop 2
Talker 2
prophet, Chaplain Labunoo, Jesuit,
pulpit, sermon, healer, ordained,
fool of people, saint, Son of God,
man who represents us to God,
obey, faith, clergy, confidence,
high, nature, honesty, Job,
wrong for me, forglver, Parson,
Bible 1 each
\
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old cognate, The Parson, did not appear as a response
on these papers.
In sum-nary, there were these relationships! priest
personally to God, priest personally to nan; mediator
of the relationships of man to God, God to man; priest
to priest; priest to institution, the Church. These
associations seemed clearly implicit In the responses
of the soldiers. For other responses, Table XI offers
a frequenoy oount.
8. PASTOR
Forty-two responses of Preacher fell right down
the lines of non-llturgloal churches, while twenty-six
men of liturgical background responded with Priest.
Allowing for compounds, seventeen men ooupled their
responses by associations of the pastor with God. They
called him Agent of God , follower of God . Servant of
God
.
Man of God , and Helper of God . Twelve referred to
him as teacjier; twelve more related him to Churoh, and
ten associated him with leadership. Or perhaps it is
ore accurate to speak of their associating the word,
whloh designated the title, with those responses.
Yet there seemed to be strong Identification of
the person, the office, and the title of the office.
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Suoh a tendenoy was at work throughout. While warnings
are rife that one should not Identify the word with the
thing, these soldiers did just that all through their
papers. It was explicit; men responded to the stimulus
word with the name of a certain person, Chaplain Labunco
.
Reverend Martin , Mr . Brady . And the magical loading of
the title words were sufficient to evoke suoh responses
as healer . Son of God . Holy man , sacred , forglver. But
was this really magic, or reverence for the agent of
God. If the agency associations were significant, as
they seemed to be, then the men were acknowledging the
clerical offices and the persons who filled them, as in
some speolal relationship with God, and therefore worthy
of speolal respect. But one must leave room for the
magloal Interpretation. People often seem to expeot a
mediation of grace, almost magical, from the pastor.
Generals and Doctors of Philosophy have asked ministers
to go along to prevent rain for a plonlo.
Negation of this speolal respeot may have been shown
in calling the clerios fool of God , or Fool of the
people . If the man who wrote these responses actually
meant fooler of the people then derogation was clearly
intended. But if he meant what he wrote, then there may
be an allusion to "The foolishness of preaching" as The
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Apostle Paul used the expression In I Corinthians 1|21.
He was speaking In Irony. To sophistry-blinded people
preaching was foolishness. If the pastor-priest-
preacher Is the fool In the sense of having a set of
values inverted from those of the world around him, then
the association Is not derogatory, but complimentary.
Whether It was meant so, or not, there Is no way to tell.
It Is Interesting that a negation does not always
negate. Hen have few ways in which they can express
affection for each other without opening themselves to
unpleasan tries. Whether to avoid these Implications, or
from some Inner perversity, or for the sheer enjoyment
of variety of expression, or In the exerolse of some
semantic law, men often do express affection by oalllng
a friend Insulting names. The Insult is not meant as
such, and both men, and Indeed the bystanders, know that
It was meant In quite another sense, a negation of the
negation, In fact. "Negative definitions Indicate what
they negate," says C. 3. Lewis.
Whether this group of negative reactions was such
a specifying or not cannot be settled here. There are
other possibilities. Negative reactions to authority
figures are common enough to require no explanation.
in
*C. 8. Lewis, Studies In Words . 18.
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When the priestly power figure Is used by parents to
reinforce arbitrary decisions on their part, there are
usually negative reactions. And suoh workings are fre-
quent. Pastors are requested to validate family author-
ity In decisions whloh are distasteful. Pastors have
sometimes taken the position that parents were right no
matter what the Issues were. When they have done so,
they have often produced an attitude of defiance on the
part of the youth. He has associated the arbitrariness
of parents with the office of the cleric. As a result,
the same negation of his duties to the parent has
oarrled over to his feelings about the clergyman. Since
he feels so about the person, the word naming the office
arouses the same associations.
A new clergyman In that parish may spend much of
the first few months trying to bridge the chasms in
personal relationships left by such a precursor. Happily,
he Inherits from a former pastor the warmth of tone,
which Is manifest in the rich vocal color given to the
word Pastor when spoken by affeotlonate parishioners.
In summary, the words Pastor , preacher , priest .
minister , are words whloh did not only speolfy offices,
or roles, or persons even. They specified all these and
they referred to relationships, extremely personal rela-
tionships. The relationship was conditioned possibly by
the soldier's response to his chaplain, and by past ex-
periences with other clergymen, and the oonoord or dis-
cord between persons olose to him and their ministers.
These affects were expressed In the survey positively In
suoh responses as counselor , friend , one you pan trust .
guide , shepherd , etc. The negative affeots were shown
In responses to the word Preaoher . like Huckster , fool
(possibly). But there was not a single negative response
to the word Pastor . Apparently It was free of any nega-
tive affeots with this group of men, or they did not
feel free to express them.
There was no way to tell whether all these men had
experienced a pastor-parlshloner relationship In their
past. If they had not, then they were perhaps reacting
according to a convention of what the word should have
as Its associations. Unfortunately It was not known
whether the men had a pastor to relate to. One could
have looked for evidence of experimental freedom In the
responses. One might have answered the question whether
men with more experlenoe In this relationship felt freer
to experiment with conventional terms, and whether those
whose experlenoe was limited tended to fall baok on con-
vention for their responses. Certainly In other personal
relationships the greater the Intimacy the freer and
fuller the associations.
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TABLE XII
RESPONSES TO STIMULUS WORD "PASTOR"
preacher ^2
priest 26
of God, Follower, Agent,
helper, servant, man. 17
teacher 12
Church 12
leader 10
minister, chief minister 9
Reverend 4
Advisor, Guide, Counselor,
one to have faith In 4
Person, holy, good 3
protestant ...» 2
clergyman . . 2
Carrier. ...... 2
worker, of good, for men,
of the Lord 2
Messenger, Servant,
speaker of the truth,
Martin, prophet,
worshipper 1 each
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In great lntlmaoy there Is the tendency to Invent
personal names to the point of nonsense. Witness the
lawyer Hyaolnthus' names for his son In Browning's The
Ring and the Book . Such a tendency, to a lesser extent
Is aotlng In the names and titles Invented for the
minister.
One last possibility In the relationships did not
seem to be shown In these responses, that of fear.
Sometimes people fear the minister, due to his power In
the community, but especially due to his special relation-
ship with God, and therefore with a potent force able to
hurt. Fear of God Is transferred to His agent, the
minister. But no such fear was found In the responses
on this survey. If It was there, It has been misinter-
preted by the researcher.
9. HELL
Hell was a place of burning heat, associated with
Satan, for the largest group of responses In this survey.
There were thirty-seven using suoh words as fire , brim-
stone , flame , hot , burning , and coals . Thirty-five
answered with devil . Satan , home of the devil . Twenty-
three called It a plaoe of punishment , of sinners .
devils , for. bad people , a bad plaoe . of damnation , of
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atonement , far down below, ££ evil , of burning , and the
worst place to end up .
Heaven was the response to hell for twenty-two
men, even as the antonyms had suggested eaoh other when
the stimulus-response was reversed. Suoh a reaction
does not require explanations, being so common.
Hell was a stimulus suggesting a class marked by
badness shown In twenty-one responses, bad , evil , wrong .
worst , no good . Associations with pain were evident In
fourteen responses, Punish , punishment , torture , tor-
ment , eternal suffering , eternal punishment . It was not
a passing sensation according to the ten associations
Eternity , everlasting , forever . It was for sinners .
punishment for sin , for the sinful , said thirteen re-
sponses. And uniquely, these soldiers named The Army
or speolflo military units, In ten of their responses.
Were they paraphrasing General Sherman? Or were they
giving a personal expression of their own Army experience,
or was It simply a snarl reaction, an opportunity to
protest, seized?
Besides associating hell with Satan , with badness
in general, with the Army , with sin , and Eternity , there
was a group of associations around death , dying , and
destruction. Eight men responded with these. And nine
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made the reference apply to people, bad people , evil
people , wicked people , unsaved men , non-church goers,
lost people , peoole condemned , where you go when you have
been reel had
.
It was down , far down , below , depths , drain , for
five men. It was Kansas for one man. Five specifically
referred to damnation , five to a life of sorrow and
suffering, perhaps meaning here on earth rather than In
an afterlife. Ihree replied with the tautology, hell .
One of the answers was confinement , whloh to a soldier
has the special meaning of confinement in the stockade
or guardhouse as punishment. Two responses said,
horrible , terrible . Two said Judgment. Other single
responses were Light , water , sleet , ground , earth , hate .
hunger . Inferno . Infernal , not sure , temptation , every-
where
. Holy (apparently part of an expletive), divine .
opposite of goal , and the question "What Is hell7".
The groups of associations indicated levels of In-
tensity, from suffering, through sin, badness and the
privations of military service down to the relatively
light ones shown above. Hell was associated with Heaven,
through the idea of reward and punishment, pleasantness
and unpleasantness. It had temporal and eternal associa-
tions; by extension its Immortal aspects pertained
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during mortal life, and the quality of sinfulness or
wlokedness In mortal life was extended to the Immortal
life. People and the devil were assoolated with each
other and with the quality of badness, evil, sinfulness.
There were relationships Implicit even In the antonym,
Heaven
.
and the Idea of punishment. For God was the
Funlsher. Nor should It be overlooked that the punish-
ment was related to the quality of life one has lived,
evil , wicked , etc. There was relationship between the
ohuroh and the stimulus word, In that there were re-
sponses suoh as a place for non-churchgoers
.
But the most frequent responses, after the personal
negative relations, were those which had to do with
spatial relationships. £ place was the expression used
over and over again. Down , down under , below , eto. were
associations with space and direction.
Personal relationships among humans, with God, with
Satan; spatial relationships, temporal-eternal relation-
ships, and quality of life here and hereafter sum the
associations with the word hell shown In the responses of
these soldiers. See Table XIII for frequencies of
responses.
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table xiii
response: to stimulus word "hell"
fire, coals of, flame, hot,
brimstone, burning 37
devil, Satan, home of devil 35
plaoe 23
Heaven 22
bad, evil, wrong, worst, no good. ... 21
punishment, torture, torment,
eternal, punish Xk
Eternity, everlasting, forever 13
Sinner, sin, sinful 13
Army (specific unit) 10
for people, bad, evil, Kicked,
lost, unsaved 9
Death, die, destruction 8
down, far down, below, depth 5
damnation 5
Life of sorrow, of suffering. ..... 5
hell 3
confinement 2
horrible, terrible 2
atonement 2
Judgment 2
Light, sleet, water, ground,
earth, Kansas, hate, hunger,
inferno, Infernal, not sure,
temptation, everywhere, Holy
divine, opposite of goal,
what is hell? 1 eaoh
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
It became evident that this portion of the
religious vocabulary of these men was primarily a
vocabulary of relationships. Host responses were
loaded with associations relating the soldier's per-
sonal emotions and thoughts to the world of persons
around him, and to experiences with God, and the
agents and agencies whloh the soldier believed to be
God's. These positive relationships may have been
brought with him from home. He had established many
of his associations earlier. The negative ones most
strongly expressed were In relationship to military
life and The Army. Host of the men tended to hold
approving associations with the names of the offices
of clergymen. God was the primary object of worship,
though the soldiers were aware of other objects wor-
shipped. God was not a threatening, but a loving God.
The Churoh was a helping Institution, rather than a
restricting one. Heaven and hell were places of reward
and punishment, as well as qualities of life. A
minority, smaller than expected, negated these affirma-
tions.
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The relationships pertaining In these religious
terms, for these men, were personal relationships.
They used personal pronouns He, I, We, In their re-
sponses. And the responses tended to form a syntax
of identification, supplying the verbs Is or are be-
tween the stimulus and response words, e.g. God Is love .
In general there were few associations limited to
a given group. Neither age, religious denomination,
geographical factors, nor degree of education seemed
to make any consistent patterns throughout the survey.
The stimulus-response Worship-adore was unique with
liturgical ohurohmen; as was the priest -Father response
pair. But others were not found. Purther study might
reveal pairs or patterns overlooked.
But the most striking pattern revealed was the
one which has been noted already repeatedly—these
religious terms were expressive of relationships, pri-
marily personal relationships. The associations which
these soldiers had with any speolflo religious word
seemed to follow each man's basic attitude toward reli-
gion. Sympathetic responses with one word, tended to
be repeated with the other words. God-Father ocourred
on the same paper with Heaven-Home , Pastor-God's
Servant. A negative response seemed to be general.
Heaven-not real ooourred with Hell-everywhere . But
there were few negations.
The men using these religious terms seemed to
omit the distinctions of metaphor and objective refer-
ence. They referred to God as having real existence,
In personal terms. And qualities related to God tended
to lose their distinctions In an Allness, one over-
whelming quality, above, but related to men, as good-
s trong-aot lve
.
These nine religious terms revealed relation and
attitudes to God; to pastor, preacher, priest} to
ohuroh, to worship, to a hope of the afterlife, and to
the scriptures. They have been studied through the
means of word associations. This group of soldiers was
found sensitive, responsive, and often speclflo in
replying to these religious words.
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APPBJDIX
1. Pride
_
37. Humility
Wrath
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2. Lore 38.
3. Faith 39. Doubt
4. Heaven 40. Hell
5. Worship
6. Reward
41.
42.
Blasphemy
Punishment
7. Grace 43. Sin
8. Righteousness
9. Salvation
44.
45.
Evil
Damnation
10. Temptation
_
46. Assurance
11. Ufa m 47. Death
12. Blessed
_
48. Aooursed
13. Demon
_
49. Antral
Heretic14, Devout 50.
15. Innooenoe
_
16. Feaoe
_
51.
52.
Oullt
_
Suffering
Vengeanoe
Eternity
_
Satan
_
Gospel
_
Idolatry
Compassion
17. Forgiveness
_
51.
18. Creation
19. Cod
_
54.
55.
20. Commandment
_
56.
21. Religion
_
22. Redeemer
57.
58.
23. Confession
_
59. Repentance
Meroy
Truth
Holy
Sanotlfloatlon
24. Trust
25. Bible
26. Conseoratlon
27. Justification
_
60.
61.
62.
63.
28. Conversion
29. Atonement
30. Crucifixion
_
31. Immortal
32. Churoh
33. Priest
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
Regeneration
_
Sacrifice
Olory
_
Soul
Pastor
Communion
34. Preaoher
35. Virtue
36. Spiritual
70. Prophet
71.
72.
Purity
Kingdom
1.
.
2.
.
3.
.
4.
.
5.
.
6.
.
7.
.
8.
.
9.
.
10.
.
H.
.
12.
.
13.
.
Ifo .
15.
.
16.
.
17.
.
18.
.
19.
.
20.
,
21.
,
22.
,
23.
,
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
3*.
35.
36.
37.
.
38.
.
39.
.
U>.
.
»1.
.
42.
.
*3. .
44.
.
*5.
.
46.
.
*7.
.
48.
.
49.
.
50.
.
51.
.
52.
.
53.
.
5*.
.
55.
.
56.
,
57.
,
58.
.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
.
64.
65.
66.
.6?.
.
68.
.69.
.
70.
.
71.
.
72.
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BIOGHAPHI
Date of birth Plaoe of birth
lour Sax
_______
Cities and States you have lived In the
longest tines
______________________________________
The highest sohool year you finished
______
Degrees you hold
_________
Your church denomination or religion
__________
Your parents' religion—Father_
Mother If they
ohanged their religion, what was It for_erlyT_
Tour parents' educational level— Father
Mother Did your parents speak any
foreign languages? Mother , which ones
___________________
Father, which ones
________________________
Do you speak
any foreign languages?
______
Which ones
_______________
Do you read many books?
Please circle the kinds of books you read. Fiction,
Biography, Teohnleal, Philosophy, Religion, Science,
Bandloraft, Sports, Travel, Comlos, .
Would you oare to list a few of your favorite authors?
Thank you for your help In this study.
Wllllaa S. Gamble
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TABLE XIV
KEY TO SYMBOLS USED IN BIOGRAPHICAL DATA CHART
Religions
AG Assembly of God
B Baptist
C Catholic
CC Church of Christ
Congre Congregation
CG Church of God
E Episcopal
EAR Evangelical and
Reformed
Hi Holiness
Is Islam
J Jew
L Lutheran
N Methodist
Nz . . . . Nazarene
Fb Presbyterian
Ft Pentecostal
Spr Spiritualist
Xn Christian
Y None
Two entries indicate a change of religion
from, to, In that order.
Languages
Bel Belgian
Cre Creole
Cro Croatian
Dan Danish
Fr French
G German
Gr Greek
Hun Hungarian
It Italian
Jap Japanese
Kr Korean
Lat Latin
Bus Russian
3p Spanish
Dashes on the Chart represent dashes marked by the men
on the questionnaires. Blank spaces were left that way
also.
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ABSTRACT OF
A STUDY OF BB8F0HSBS TO RELIGIOUS TERMS
This paper reports » search for meanings through
associations, based on a survey of a group of religious
word* and thatr associations for 173 American aoldlara.
In theological word studies, the Interest has
been primarily historical* "What have these words
eantt - . The present study Is not historical, but des-
criptive. It sought meanings, not so much through
definitions or logical symbols as through associations
having relational connotations which are emotional,
social, and eren mystical. These connotations, revealed
In associations, point toward meanings. Clusters of
synonyms and Identifications did occur as De Saussure
predicted they would In his Course la General Hnfiulstyos.
Literature concerning the •ways words mean' reaches
in gradation from Erich Fromm ,s view of a proto-language
preserved In myths and dreams, to the extreme opposite
pole that there is no meaning apart from a solentlfloally
verifiable referent, which view Is held by the General
Semantlolsts. In this paper It has been assumed that
meaning Is a soolal contract between speaker and hearer
In the context of the total experience of each. A
meaningful verbal transaction was assumed to occur
«h«n speaker and hearer acknowledge a oomaon referenoe.
To find what response patterns, what oonoepts,
gave rise to what meanings on the survey papers, they
war* collated aooordlng to frequency of identical re-
sponses to a stimulus word. Identification patterns
suoh as Qod-Lovc . and Heaven-home ware Interpreted as
a syntax supplying Xi. or SI£» Substitutions suoh as
synonyms, metanyas, antonyms were Interpreted as asso-
elatlonal patterns*
Responses seemed to reveal attitudes toward author-
ity, the Church, clergy, hop* of an after life, the
Scriptures, and God. A sympathetic attitude tended to
be repeated through the complete ohaln of any Individu-
al's responses. A negative attitude also brought
negating responses with some consistency. Speolflo,
direct associations were most frequent, though they were
varied in the words chosen to express them. Far more
responses showing approval than negation were found.
This approval was evident in the tendency to use
various gradations of the good-strong-active response
words. Host striking was the duster of Allness re-
sponses to the stimulus word god . Zt was used with
possessive pronouns, obviating any idea of Otherness*
Relationship was the most frequent concept oomaon
to the responses to all the terns. Activity, and at-
tribute or quality, were next most frequent. State or
station was another oonoept seen. The relationships
Implied were those of man to self, man to God, man to
ehuroh and clergy, man to other men, man to family, man
to Army. Personal pronouns, I, we., He., were used In
the responses.
Oroup patterns by different religious denominations
were not as distinctive as expected. More Catholics
used worship-adore , and priest-Father. But no evidence
was found for patterns based on geography, education,
age, reading habits, nor family background.
